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positive

truly / really / simply / absolutely 

negative

extremely / completely / utterly /  

1. amazing
2. astonishing
3. awe-inspiring
4. awesome
5. breathtaking
6. excellent
7. extraordinary
8. fantastic
9. incredible
10. magnificent
11. marvelous
12. stunning
13. superb
14. unique
15. wonderful

1. appaling
2. awful
3. deplorable
4. depressing
5. disappointing
6. displeasing
7. dreadful
8. horrible
9. mediocre
10. poor
11. regrettable
12. repulsive
13. terrible
14. unacceptable
15. unsatisfying

The acting 

convincing
true to life

unconvincing
amateur
unrealistic
hardly believable

The special-effects

impressive
spectacular
thrilling
original

dull
mundane
uninteresting
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The soundtrack

vivid
vivacious
it adds to the tension

irrelevant
remains unnoticed

The plot

action-packed
touching
compelling
with unexpected twists
unpredictable
gripping
(utterly) original
with a sense of suspense
it keeps you on the edge of your seat

a cliched storyline
unimaginative
tedious
banal
uninspired
simplistic

The film

well-made
well-directed
awe-inspiring
it’s shot on location
a blockbuster success
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Random phrases:

1. it truly deserves to be called a modern classic
2. this film thrilled audiences all over the world
3. a thrilling story
4. breathtaking special effects
5. the director displays unique mastery at combining a compelling plot with convincing acting

6. a touching moment
7. the script
8. the lead role is played by..
9. the lead actor gives an excellent performance
10. the protagonist is a heartless/ruthless villain

11. a convincing performance
12. a (not so) believable performance
13. subtitles
14. an unexpected twist of the plot
15. an unpredictable ending

16. it will keep you on the edge of your seat
17. it’s an engrossing film 
18. it’s got a gripping plot
19. hilarious
20. a highly acclaimed film

21. Jaws 2 is a sequel to the original Jaws
22. One of the most utterly original films in years. 
23. A strange twist at the end gives us an unexpected ending
24. A strong contender for feel-good film of the year.
25. This film tries to fuse different genres ranging from thriller to romance.

26. This film could be a conventional drama or perhaps a comedy-drama, and for a good part of 
its running time, it seems to gently oscillate between the two.

27. The film revolves around friendships, the pleasures of summer sport and the nitty-gritty of 
jobs that seldom take center stage. It's a work of unforced charm, a neorealist marvel that 
could score an art house goal for the right distributor. 

28. An awe-inspiring piece of filmmaking from Edgar Wright that plays out as a musical 
through the lens of an action thriller. Sweet, funny and utterly original — you won’t see a 
film like it this year. 

29. Cinematographer Charles Libin, who has ample experience in nonfiction film, shoots the 
action with a documentary directness that serves the material well. 

30. Editor Heo Sung-mee’s technique is flashy, and his fast, edgy cutting gives action scenes 
great dynamism 
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31. The impeccable craft of the director is apparent from the get-go as a young soldier is hunted 
down and killed in a strikingly shot sun-dappled forest. 

32. The brevity of the flashbacks add to a sense of suspense that keeps you on the edge of your 
sit from beginning to end.

33. Who doesn't enjoy a huge, thrilling explosion on film in all its CGI glory? The bigger the 
conflagration and the greater the destruction, the better. So what about the story of an 
unlucky mine expert who is forced to run around the towns and mountains of northern China
packing a small arsenal of homemade bombs  while he tries to stay one step ahead of the 
cops and killers on his trail? 

34. The extraordinary thing about Baby Driver is evidenced in the first minutes of the 
remarkable opening sequence. It becomes apparent that this is not a film just set to music. 
But a film meticulously, ambitiously laid over the bones of carefully chosen tracks. It’s as 
close to a car-chase opera as you’ll ever see on screen.

35. The gentle intensity of the music foreshadows the arrival of a critical turning point in the 
story

36. Of note is the excellent modern soundtrack by Zhang Yi-lin, which experiments with 
abstract rhythmic sounds in place of music to pump up the suspense. 

37. The supporting cast of characters is one of the film’s biggest strengths 
38. Tom Hanks illuminates Terry a man caught between his sadness and his desire to strike 

back. 
39. The only real flaw lies with the unconvincing performance of ..
40. There’s an unabashed lack of plot, motive or meaning for the sake of pure adrenaline rush. 


